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1. 

Release Notes 
The Janison Insights Release 2023.10.02 includes bug fixes, improvements, and new features. 

 

Bug fixes 

Integrations & Security 

• Updating students in Insights by the API when they don't have a linked B2C account (i.e. Federated users that 

had been pre-loaded previously through the API) was returning an error, as Insights was also attempting to 

update the non-existent B2C user. This was a false negative and the API call did update the user in Insights 

successfully. That error is now handled more gracefully and no longer returns on the API response. 

People 

• Users were taken to an error page when clicking the "Submit" button without a file attached when 

attempting to use the Student Importer. A fix was implemented to disable the "Submit" button for users until 

a file is attached. The email field will also be highlighted upon clicking "Submit" to alert the user when there is 

no value provided. This issue is resolved. 

Delivery 

• Further changes were implemented to ensure daily timing windows were being appropriately reflected on 

the Candidate Dashboard. For tests with start times greater than the set daily timing window, the start time 

will be the next daily window. For tests with end times that are less than the set daily timing window, the end 

time will be respected, if the time is after the set start daily window. If a pre-start time has been set, the pre-

start time will be displayed on the test tile. 

• An issue was found with open tests being moved back to the 'Upcoming Tests' section on the Candidate 

Dashboard because the current local time was considered to be outside the allowed timing window. This 

issue was occurring due to the system incorrectly defaulting to using daylight savings time. A fix has been 

implemented to ensure tests are being correctly displayed to the candidate on their dashboard. This issue is 

resolved. Additionally, further updates were made to improve the test attempt behaviour on the Candidate 

Dashboard to correctly reflect daily timing windows during Daylight Savings Time (DST). 

• During an event, users found that some candidate attempts were not appearing or disappearing from the 

Candidate Dashboard after deleting candidate enrolments when enrolled in multiple groups. A fix was 

implemented to ensure that when removing a candidate from a group, only the test attempts that are linked 

directly to that group should be removed. This issue is resolved. 
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Marking 

• Users who were particularly fast and/or on a very slow connection were able to add questions to markers on 

a marking project before training requirements were checked for that question, leading the marker training 

automation to put the training as "manually overridden" for that question. Now the "Save" button on the 

question allocation screen is disabled until the new question being added properly loads. 

Reporting 

• When using custom attributes as a filter in Customisable Reports, it would fail to generate any results. A fix 

was implemented to ensure custom attribute filters are recognised and correctly display results when 

generating reports. This issue is resolved. (93229) 

• Users found that using the test report link to access the cohort view in Test Player, the response and 

percentage data was not being displayed as expected. A fix was implemented for the Test Player and 

Question Summary report to correctly display test feedback route and allow navigation between items. This 

issue is resolved. 

• Users found when reviewing a response in TestPlayer when accessed from the Guttman report, the report 

would indicate that the answer is correct but when viewing in the TestPlayer it would indicate that the 

answer is incorrect. A fix was implemented to ensure the response and answer is displayed correctly in both 

the report and in the TestPlayer. This issue is resolved. 

 

Improvements and new features 

Integrations & Security 

• Users are now able to set and update Org Unit location details via API. The following API endpoints are now 

available, GET (retrieve the data), POST (create data), and PUT (update data). 

People 

• Groups will be dynamically displayed within a column in the Excel template for Student Import. The groups 

displayed will only be groups the user has scope over. To provide scope over a group for a user, the user 

must be added to the group in Groups > Edit Group > Permissions. 

Delivery 

• A new event message option has been added and can be managed via a new setting available in Tenant 

Settings > Event Settings > Enable First Start Confirmation. If enabled, a 'first start' confirmation event 
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message will be sent when a candidate enters the main body of their test for the very first time. This 

message will only be sent once per attempt.  

 

 

 
 


